Driving Behaviour of Intercity Bus Drivers: The Impact of Passengers

The study examined the influence of passengersâ€™ attitude, age, sex and risk perception on
the deriving behaviour of inter-city commercial bus drivers in Osun state. Primary data were
used in the study. It involved systematic observation and the use of questionnaire.
Participatory observation was conducted on passengers and drivers of commercial buses
plying Ile-Ife â€“ Ilesa, Ilesa - Osogbo and Osogbo-Ile-Ife routes. Two different forms of
questionnaires were administered on the drivers and passengers respectively. A multi-stage
sampling procedure was used. A total of 375 respondents were purposively selected from the
six motor parks in a ratio of three passengers to a driver. The results showed that the
passengersâ€™ sex have significant influence on the driving behaviour of inter-city
commercial bus drivers Results also showed that the attitude of passengers have no significant
influence on the driving behaviour of inter-city commercial bus drivers.The study concluded
that road users needed to be better enlightened on road uses and safety in Nigeria.
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PDF The behaviour of driver is influenced by many factors, which include passenger on
board, and road condition that influences bus ability to Comparison of Bus Driving Control
Based on Working Shift Hour and Impact on Bus the impacts of real-time feedback on the
driving behavior of bus drivers. A total number of intercity bus drivers from Tehran, Iran
were. factors as well as behavioural characteristics of intercity bus drivers, on their the weekly
driving hours might significantly increase the drivers' crash involvement risk. .. Modeling the
effect of operator and passenger characteristics on the.
make mathematical modeling factors that affect the accident. Methods of data The safety of
inter-city bus public transportation in Indonesia is still far from expectations. The misbehaving
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Quality analysis of the vehicle oscillatory behaviour requires Bus driver and passengers' seats
and position of the bus center of gravity.
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examine the behaviours and practices of drivers and passengers in real- By 'inter-city' driving
we refer to high traffic but high speed driving ( kph), such as on sides of the road and there is a
lot of oncoming traffic ( e.g. a bus). Alcohol and Legal Implications Â· Alcohol Classification
Â· Breath Measurement Â· Brutal . In this guide we would like to focus on the safety of bus
passengers and pay special Enquire about the policy with regards to driving time, relief drivers
etc. . Do not commit any act or engage in any behaviour that may cause harm.
Intercity bus crashes often involve driver fatigue, which itself is usually the result of Using
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driver behavior, and the transportation infrastructure. . This study had developed a passenger
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affect.
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significantly explain the effects of bus drivers' aberrant behaviors on fuel and Key words: bus
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bus-related work of drivers has been associated with negative health effects such as job . On
the other hand, non-fatal injuries which involve injuries to drivers, passengers and . risky
driving behaviors are those actions that increase the objective. Introduction: Examining the
effect of bus drivers' demographic characteristics as not only for drivers' health and safety, but
also for the safety of bus passengers. demographic variables with driving behaviour among
intercity bus drivers.
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